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This comprehensive book will take you through a colorful myriad of fingerpicking guitar styles. You will learn techniques, fills, intros and endings plus you will play some truly
outstanding solos. Included are solos and etudes in basic thumb/fingerstyle, alternate bass, folk style, 3 finger rolls, Latin rolls, arpeggio style, accompaniment styles,
transposing, use of the capo, fingerstyle lead. 2 beat bass, waltz style, Travis style, 2 string harmony, movable chords, thumb/3 finger roll, gospel, blues, hook lick, ragtime, hoe
down picking, cross picking and more. In notation and tablature.
(String Letter Publishing). Hone your technique and deepen your understanding of contemporary fingerstyle guitar with this full method taught by one of the masters of the genre.
From fundamentals like properly positioning the fretting and picking hands to developing a solid alternating thumb technique, Alex de Grassi carefully guides beginning and
intermediate players into the world of steel-string guitar. He then explores more advanced topics like cross-string playing, altering the texture and weight of notes and chords,
slapping and tapping, and developing "depth of field" in your playing-techniques he has used in composing and arranging guitar music for over 30 years. This book includes
standard notation and tablature as well as links to online audio tracks.
(Guitar Solo). One hundred timeless songs from a wide variety of musical genres are featured in this collection of solo guitar arrangements in standard notation and tab. Includes:
Angel * Bless the Broken Road * Chances Are * Don't Know Why * Faithfully * Hallelujah * I Will Always Love You * Killing Me Softly with His Song * Memory * Stardust * Tears in
Heaven * Woman * You Raise Me Up * and many more.
Every imaginable technique and pattern right at your fingertips. Whether you're new to fingerstyle or an experienced player wanting to enhance your skills and knowledge, this
comprehensive course won't leave any gaps in your training and even includes techniques for creating your own fingerstyle arrangements.
This advanced volume in the comprehensive method for fingerstyle guitar is perfect for experienced players who want to add greater variety, refinement, and creativity to their
playing. Develops skillful tone production and dynamic control, and covers the free-stroke, rest-stroke, shifting, tremolo, planting, and inventive techniques used by contemporary
fingerstyle masters like left-hand tapping, right-hand tapping, drumming, and "the scrape." Also includes unusual alternate tunings, ideas for creating your own new tunings, and
arranging. All music is shown in standard notation and TAB, and the CD demonstrates all the examples in the book. 96 pages.
Builds fingerstyle blues technique and independence through musical phrases and licks
Book, 2 DVDs, 1 CD & 1 DVD-rom. Features: A comprehensive, lesson-by-lesson introduction to the guitar, covering notes on all six strings; Teaches music reading, picking
technique and basic music theory. Covers time signatures, note values, sharps, flats and the chromatic scale; An easy to follow Guitar method for the complete beginner; This
book also has special sections on tuning, how to read sheet music and a chord chart; Includes melodies from many well-known songs in a variety of styles; A carefully graded,
lesson by lessons method that assumes no prior knowledge of Music or Guitar; All guitarists should know all of the information in this book.
This beginning guitar method is unique in that it teaches the basics of playing guitar while focusing on the style of folk guitar. Designed to teach students the fundamentals of
playing chords and melody on guitar, First Lesson FolkGuitar also provides lessons on correct posture, caring for the guitar, proper right and left-hand technique, and tuning the
guitar to itself, a pitch pipe or a piano. Subjects covered include strumming chords, accompaniment patterns, fingerstyle basics, reading standard notation, reading tab, and
alternating bass strum patterns. Time tested folk standards with lyrics are included to teach playing fundamentals. Accompanying online audio provides students a professional
recording of tunes and exercises. G? Unique beginning guitar method teaching basics of playing guitar focusing on folk guitar.G? Designed to teach students fundamentals of
playing chords and melody.G? Provides lessons on correct posture; caring for the guitar; proper right/left-hand technique; tuning the guitar to itself, a pitch pipe or a piano.G?
Subjectsinclude: strumming chords; accompaniment patterns; fingerstyle basics; reading standard notation and tab; alternating bass strum patterns.G? Companion audio
available for download online
Teach yourself how to play bass with our easy bass lessons for beginners. ***Comes with online access to free bass videos and audio demonstrating all examples. See and hear
how each one is played by a teacher, then play along with the backing band. Also includes music score animation for easy music learning.*** "I love this book! It taught me
everything I needed to know about playing bass." - Harry Smith, Watertown MA Progressive Beginner Bass contains all you need to know to start learning to be a great bass
player - in one easy-to-follow, lesson-by-lesson bass tutorial. Suitable for all ages and all types of basses including electric bass and acoustic bass. No prior knowledge of how to
read music or playing the bass guitar is required to teach yourself to learn to play bass guitar from this book. Teach yourself: • How to play beginner bass notes and beginner
bass scales used in popular bass lines and bass licks • All the fundamental techniques of bass playing including how to play bass with a pick or fingers and how to play using
alternate picking, slides and hammer-ons • How to read bass music for beginners and how to read bass tab for beginners • Bass theory for reading key signatures, time
signatures, intervals, sharps and flats, ties, rests, triplets and syncopation • How to tune bass • Bass tips and bass tricks that every player should know when learning bass guitar
• Shortcuts for how to learn bass fast by getting the most from bass practice sessions Contains everything you need to know to learn to play the bass today. Features include: •
Progressive step-by-step easy beginners bass guitar lessons written by a professional bass teacher • Full color photos and diagrams • Easy-to-read bass music for beginners,
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accompanying guitar chords and easy bass tabs for beginners • 61 bass exercises, bass riffs, bass arpeggios and popular easy bass songs for beginners in classic rock styles •
Diagrams showing all notes on the bass guitar fretboard Beginner bass lessons have never been this easy for anyone who wants to learn how to play the bass guitar, fast.
LearnToPlayMusic.com's bass lessons for beginners are used by students and bass teachers worldwide to learn how to play bass guitar. For over 30 years, our team of
professional authors, composers and musicians have crafted bass lesson books that are a cut above the rest. We offer a huge selection of music instruction books that cover
many different instruments and styles in print, eBook and app formats. Awarded the 'Quality Excellence Design' (QED) seal of approval for eBook innovation,
LearnToPlayMusic.com continues to set the standard for quality music education resources.
If you've been inspired to begin playing fingerstyle guitar or are an experienced player wanting to enhance your knowledge, this book is the perfect place to start. Using standard
music notation and TAB, the examples guide you through basic chord theory, modes, drop-D tuning, alternating bass and more.
Continuing where Beginning Fingerstyle Guitar leaves off, this book is great for fingerstyle guitarists who know the basics and are ready to take the next step. Topics include
alternate tunings, modes, fingerpicking patterns, barre chords, diatonic harmony, special techniques, bass lines, and an exploration of styles ranging from Celtic and country
blues to contemporary new age. Also contains an essential chapter on arranging. All music is shown in standard notation and TAB, and the CD demonstrates all the examples in
the book. 96 pages.
Focuses on two fingerstyle approaches: alternating-bass "Travis" picking and steady-bass blues style. This instruction starts at the most basic level then progresses, lesson-bylesson, as new techniques are added. Techniques included are: blues scales, walking bass lines, chord substitutions, double stops and moves up the neck. Each concept is
followed up with a classic song or instrumental from the blues, country, folk or ragtime traditions.
In addition to over 200 useful fingerstyle patterns, lessons on fingerstyle technique, reading music and 13 original fingerstyle compositions are included. Examples are shown in
easy-to-read TAB and standard music notation. The CD includes performances of each pattern and the original compositions.
This book/3CD audio lesson is designed for the beginner and intermediate student. Basic fingerpicking styles are illustrated in all the major keys. The technique of the alternating
bass is introduced in various settings (both in standard and open tunings). The styles and techniques of Mississippi John Hurt, Rev. Gary Davis, Blind Blake, Blind Boy Fuller,
Sam McGee, Skip James, Willie Brown and Tommy Johnson are explored.
Offers a step-by-step method for learning finger-style blues guitar and includes five authentic blues tunes, graded exercises, illustrated tips, and standard notation and tablature.
(Play Like). Study the trademark songs, licks, tones and techniques that made Chet Atkins a legend. Audio files of all the music in the book are included. Explore 14 of Atkins'
most influential songs including: Country Gentleman * Galloping on the Guitar * Mister Sandman * Orange Blossom Special * Tiger Rag (Hold That Tiger) * Yakety Axe * and
more.
" ... Starting with a thorough review of reading standard music notation and basic music theory, the skills for becoming a fingerstyle guitar arranger are built from the ground up
..."--Back cover.
(Guitar Solo). This massive collection will keep you fingerpicking for days! It features a fun and diverse collection of 100 great arrangements of classic songs like: Africa * Ain't No
Sunshine * Babe, I'm Gonna Leave You * Blackbird * Brave * Careless Whisper * City of Stars * Crazy * Creep * Despacito * Dust in the Wind * Every Breath You Take * Fire and
Rain * Free Fallin' * Fur Elise, WoO 59 * Good Riddance (Time of Your Life) * Havana * Hey, Soul Siter * I'm Yours * Imagine * James Bond Theme * Lean on Me * Love Yourself
* Mrs. Robinson * The Pink Panther * Shape of You * She's Got a Way * Smells like Teen Spirit * The Sound of Silence * Stairway to Heaven * Take Me Home, Country Roads *
Thinking Out Loud * Time After Time * Unchained Melody * We Are the Champions * Wonderwall * Yesterday * Your Song * and more!
(Music Sales America). Mark Hanson's focused method includes an instructional and accompaniment CD, 14 solos, and measure-by-measure instruction. It also features
standard notation and tablature, tunes and exercises played at slow and performance speed, and detailed, thorough instruction for numerous different styles and techniques.
Topics covered include: hand position * alternating-bass fundamentals * beyond pattern playing * thumb techniques * right hand rolls * damping * gaining speed/left-hand
articulation * and more!
If you've been inspired to begin playing fingerstyle guitar or are an experienced player wanting to enhance your knowledge, this book is the perfect place to start. Using standard
music notation and TAB, the examples guide you through basic chord theory, modes, drop-D tuning, alternating bass and more. The CD demonstrates all the examples in the
book. 96 pages.
Contains solos that will challenge intermediate and advanced fingerstyle guitarists. These arrangements show the broad musical textures, fingerstyle techniques, and styles
available to fingerstyle guitarists. Right hand rhythmic patterns, counterpoint lines, single-string runs, and alternating bass techniques are used throughout the arrangements.
Many of the tunes are Stefan's original compositions, however, the arrangements of music by Big Bill Broonzy, Reverend Gary Davis and other fingerstyle guitar gurus are
showcased. All of these arrangements are presented in standard notation and tab. A thorough explanation on how to read tab is included in this text. An essay by Dale Miller in
Stefan Grossman's colossal role in world of fingerstyle guitar is included in this text. This book comes with three CD's which contain performances of these arrangements.
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Fingerstyle guitarists will enjoy playing and listening to these challenging, but workable, arrangements.
If you've been inspired to start playing fingerstyle guitar or you are an experienced player wanting to enhance your knowledge, this book is perfect for you. This well-paced,
comprehensive method covers everything, from basic to advanced techniques and styles. Beginning concepts include basic chord theory, modes, drop-D tuning, alternating bass,
and more. The intermediate player will learn alternate tunings, modes, fingerpicking patterns, barre chords, diatonic harmony, special techniques, bass lines, arranging, and
styles ranging from Celtic to contemporary new age. The book concludes with advanced techniques including the free-stroke, rest-stroke, shifting, tremolo, planting, left-hand
tapping, right-hand tapping, drumming, and the scrape. All music is shown in standard notation and TAB, and an MP3 CD demonstrating examples in the book is included.
Through the study of this method you will quickly master the fingerpicking technique. It is not a simple exposition of tedious exercises but rather a course of interest and learning.
It will guide you through a step by step process that will allow the execution of complete songs of average technical difficulty. Is not important that you have a high level of ability
at the start. The book is designed so that even absolute beginners can learn from using it. Every aspect of the technique is explained in detail and all the fingerings and
techniques used are clearly indicated. The book is divided into three levels of increasing difficulty: - The first level is for absolute beginners and in it are numerous combinations of
fingerings for the right hand. - The second level introduces new incremental technical difficulties and the first simple complete songs. - In the third level some intermediate guitar
techniques are explained with some songs using these techniques. The method is completely written in tablature to be readily accessible to all students, many of whom can not
read music. The use of tablature will allow everyone to play the music and do the exercises very quickly. Not only beginners but also intermediate level guitarists can find,
especially in the second and third levels, exercises and songs useful to refine the technique of alternating bass. Once you have completed the book you will have acquired the
basic technical skills needed to approach the study of advanced level songs
Being unplugged doesn't mean you're without power. Develop the agility and strength that will give your performances power by making them appear effortless. All music in each
96-page book is shown in TAB and standard notation and recorded on the accompanying CD and/or DVD for demonstration and playing along.
Teaches each step of the Travis picking technique, which combines syncopated melodies with alternating bass fingerpicking, through lessons and practice exercises.
Teach yourself how to play guitar with our easy country fingerpicking guitar lessons for beginners. ***Comes with online access to free audio demonstrating all examples. Hear
how each one is played by a teacher, then play along.*** Progressive Country Fingerpicking Guitar contains all you need to know to start learning to be a great country
fingerpicking guitar player - in one easy-to-follow, lesson-by-lesson country fingerpicking guitar tutorial. Suitable for all ages and all types of acoustic guitars. Basic knowledge of
how to read music and playing the guitar is recommended to teach yourself to learn to play guitar from this book. Teach yourself: • How to play acoustic guitar fingerstyle • How
to play guitar fingerpicking patterns to be used as an accompaniment for any country chord progression or country song • How to play country guitar chords used in country
guitar parts • All the fundamental techniques of country fingerpicking guitar playing including alternate thumb, arpeggio and constant bass styles required to fingerpick country
guitar songs • Guitar theory for learning how to read guitar music for beginners and how to read guitar tabs for beginners • How to tune a guitar • Country fingerpicking guitar tips
and guitar tricks that every player should know when learning guitar • Shortcuts for how to learn guitar fast by getting the most from guitar practice sessions Contains everything
you need to know to learn to play the guitar today. Features include: • Progressive step-by-step easy beginners guitar lessons written by a professional country fingerpicking
guitar teacher • Full color photos and diagrams • Easy-to-read country guitar music for beginners, country guitar chords for beginners and easy country guitar tabs for beginners
• Guitar chord chart containing formulas and chord diagrams for all important country guitar chords • 70 country fingerpicking guitar exercises, country guitar chord progressions,
country guitar patterns and popular easy country guitar songs for beginners in country guitar styles Beginner guitar lessons have never been this easy for anyone who wants to
learn how to play the guitar, fast. LearnToPlayMusic.com's country fingerpicking guitar lessons for beginners are used by students and guitar teachers worldwide to learn how to
play guitar. For over 30 years, our team of professional authors, composers and musicians have crafted guitar lesson books that are a cut above the rest. We offer a huge
selection of music instruction books that cover many different instruments and styles in print, eBook and app formats. Awarded the 'Quality Excellence Design' (QED) seal of
approval for eBook innovation, LearnToPlayMusic.com continues to set the standard for quality music education resources.
Every imaginable technique and pattern right at your fingertips. Whether you're new to fingerstyle or an experienced player wanting to enhance your skills and knowledge, this
comprehensive course won't leave any gaps in your training and even includes techniques for creating your own fingerstyle arrangements. All three 96-page books include TAB
as well as standard notation for every example.
Teach yourself how to play guitar with our easy fingerstyle guitar lessons for beginners. ***Comes with online access to free guitar videos and audio for all examples. See and
hear how each one is played by a teacher, then play along with the backing band. Also includes music score animation for easy music learning.*** "I love this book. Like others in
the series it it informative. Easy to follow and well written. I would recommend this book in addition to others from this author." - Ian [Amazon] "This fingerpicking primer is worth
getting to start your journey on to playing fingerstyle guitar. It's very easy to understand with its large notes and instructional written lessons. I would recommend it highly if you
want to diversify your guitar playing." - El Cid [Amazon] Progressive Guitar Method - Fingerpicking contains all you need to know to start learning to be a great fingerstyle guitar
player - in one easy-to-follow, lesson-by-lesson fingerpicking guitar tutorial. Suitable for all ages and all types of acoustic guitars. Basic knowledge of how to read music and
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playing the guitar is required to teach to learn to play guitar from this book. Teach yourself: • How to play acoustic guitar fingerstyle • How to play guitar fingerpicking patterns
that can be used as an accompaniment to any chord, chord progression or song. • All the fundamental techniques of fingerpicking guitar playing including alternate thumb,
arpeggio and constant bass styles required to play fingerpicking songs • Expressive techniques such as slides, hammer-ons and pull-offs • Practical guitar theory for learning
how to read guitar music for beginners, guitar chord formulas and how to read guitar tabs for beginners • The notes on the entire guitar fretboard • How to tune a guitar and how
to use a guitar capo • Fingerstyle guitar tips and fingerstyle guitar tricks that every player should know when learning guitar • Shortcuts for how to learn guitar fast by getting the
most from guitar practice sessions. Contains everything you need to know to learn to play the guitar today. Features include: • Progressive step-by-step easy guitar lessons
written by a professional fingerstyle guitar teacher • Easy-to-read fingerstyle guitar music for beginners, guitar chords for beginners and easy fingerstyle guitar tabs for beginners
• Full color photos and diagrams • Guitar chord chart containing formulas and chord diagrams for all important fingerpicking guitar chords • 60+ fingerpicking guitar exercises
and popular easy guitar songs for beginners in rock guitar, folk guitar, country guitar, blues guitar, ragtime guitar and classical guitar styles Beginner guitar lessons have never
been this easy for anyone who wants to learn how to play the guitar, fast. LearnToPlayMusic.com's fingerstyle guitar lessons for beginners are used by students and guitar
teachers worldwide to learn how to play guitar. For over 30 years, our team of professional authors, composers and musicians have crafted guitar lesson books that are a cut
above the rest. We offer a huge selection of music instruction books that cover many different instruments and styles in print, eBook and app formats. Awarded the 'Quality
Excellence Design' (QED) seal of approval for eBook innovation, LearnToPlayMusic.com continues to set the standard for quality music education resources.
(Music Sales America). The 30th anniversary edition of this fingerpicking instruction book will help you learn the essential techniques of virtuoso-level fingerpicking through astute
exercises and 14 fun instrumentals. Included in 50 Greatest Guitar Books , this updated title from Grammy-Award winner Mark Hanson includes four new guitar solos, instruction,
listening lists, and more. Includes online instructional audio, standard notation and tablature, tunes and exercises played at slow and performance speeds, and standard, Drop-D,
DADGAD & DADGBD tuning. Audio is accessed online using the unique code inside the book and can be streamed or downloaded. The audio files include PLAYBACK+, a multifunctional audio player that allows you to slow down audio without changing pitch, set loop points, change keys, and pan left or right.
Continuing where Beginning Fingerstyle Guitar leaves off, this book is great for fingerstyle guitarists who know the basics and are ready to take the next step. Topics include
alternate tunings, modes, fingerpicking patterns, barre chords, diatonic harmony, special techniques, bass lines, and an exploration of styles ranging from Celtic and country
blues to contemporary new age. Also contains an essential chapter on arranging.
(Guitar Method). A complete collection of all three Acoustic Guitar Method books in one volume! Learn how to play guitar with the only beginning method based on traditional
American music that teaches you authentic techniques and songs. Beginning with a few basic chords and strums, you'll start right in learning real music drawn from blues, folk,
country and bluegrass traditions. You'll learn how to find notes on the fingerboard, expand your collection of chords by learning songs in various keys, and learn different kinds of
picking patterns. When you're done with this method series, you'll know dozens of the tunes that form the backbone of American music, using a variety of flatpicking and
fingerpicking techniques. Songs include: Bury Me Beneath the Willow * Delia * Frankie and Johnny * The Girl I Left Behind Me * House of the Rising Sun * Ida Red * In the Pines
* Little Sadie * Man of Constant Sorrow * Sally Goodin * Scarborough Fair * Will the Circle Be Unbroken? * and many more. Accompanying audio examples are all available for
download!
Exercises and songs accompany instruction in reading tabulature and the various fingerpicking techniques for playing ragtime, folk, and blues guitar
(Guitar). Teaches beginning or advanced guitarists how to master the basic musical skills of fingerpicking techniques needed to play folk, blues, fiddle tunes or ragtime on guitar.
Contents: All the Good Times * Along the Rocky Road to Dublin * Barrow Street Rag * The Beaumont Rag * Behind the Bush in the Garden * Campbell's Farewell to Red Gap *
Candy Man * Candy Man Blues * The Cherokee Shuffle * Cranberry Highway * Cripple Creek * Eighth of January * The Entertainer * Fishing Blues * Freight Train * (There'll Be) a
Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight * Lark in the Morning * The Lazy Afternoon Blues * Little Sadie * The Liverpool Hornpipe * Lord Inchiquin * Louis Collins * Make Me a Pallet on
the Floor * Man of Constant Sorrow * The Manchester Angel * The Mineola Rag * The Morning Blues * Pack up Your Sorrows * Paddy on the Railroad * Payday * Rain Don't Fall
on Me No More * Shady Grove * The Sligo River Blues * Spike Driver Blues * Stealin', Stealin' * The Temptation Rag * The Trip to Sligo * Turkey in the Straw * The Year of Jubilo
(Kingdom Coming).
Beginner Guitar Instruction
This advanced volume in the comprehensive method for fingerstyle guitar is perfect for experienced players who want to add greater variety, refinement, and creativity to their
playing. Develops skillful tone production and dynamic control, and covers the free-stroke, rest-stroke, shifting, tremolo, planting, and inventive techniques used by contemporary
fingerstyle masters like left-hand tapping, right-hand tapping, drumming, and "the scrape." Also includes unusual alternate tunings, ideas for creating you own new tunings, and
arranging. All music is shown in standard notation and TAB.
The ultimate guide for all guitar enthusiasts – from beginners to seasoned musicians – wanting to build up right-hand ability to play a wide range of musical styles from bluegrass,
country, latin and bossa nova to rock, folk, jazz and blues. Building on alternating bass techniques, thumb patterns and special fretting techniques, the book contains a series of
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graded exercises (backed up with a CD) that will build confidence and speed. While fingerstyle guitar is primarily thought of as a technique for acoustic guitar, it sounds just as
cool on electric guitar. With this in mind, all chapters contain material that sounds equally good on either type of guitar. Fingerpicking Techniques for Guitar also offers a tour of
musical genres, showing how even guitar players at beginner level can use these techniques to unlock the secrets of some of the most iconic sounds in the guitar repertoire.
About the author Phil Capone studied guitar at the prestigious Guildhall School of Music in London. He teaches at the Guitar Institute in Wapping and the King Alfred School in
Hampstead, and is a regular contributor to Total Guitar magazine. Phil frequently performs on the London jazz circuit and enjoys a popular residency with his own quintet. He is
the author of Apple’s bestselling 501 Guitar Chords and Learn to Play the Guitar.
(String Letter Publishing). Get to know the nuts and bolts of country-blues and other rootsy styles with this series of in-depth lessons by blues guitar expert Steve James. You'll
learn essential chord shapes and picking patterns in standard and open tunings, with and without the bottleneck slide, as well as a wealth of melodic vocabulary. You'll discover
how these devices work in a wide range of traditional and blues settings. All examples are provided in standard notation and tablature, with video downloads so that you can see
and hear exactly how they're played. Throughout, a wealth of historical information and anecdotes, some of them first-hand, will give you a clear picture of how this music came
together. Songs includes: Bull Doze Blues * Crow Jane * Georgia Buck * Green Corn * I've Been All Around the World * Knoxville Blues * Little Hammer * Memphis Rounders
Blues * See See Rider * Texas Shorty * Yo Yo Blues * and more.
(String Letter Publishing). Whether you're a first-time fingerstylist who's studying with a teacher or on your own, The Acoustic Guitar Fingerstyle Method by David Hamburger
gives you the detailed, comprehensive instruction you need to improve your skills. This book introduces you to the two most essential fingerstyle approaches for playing American
roots music: Travis picking and the steady-bass style. In each lesson, you'll learn new techniques, concepts, and chord voicings along with ways to practice and get them under
your fingers. Then you can use what you just learned to play a classic song or solo break from the blues, ragtime, folk, country, and ragtime traditions. 18 In-Depth Lessons,
including: Travis Picking Basics, Switching Chords, Eighth Notes and Syncopation, Picking Pattern Fills, Double Stops, and much more. 15 songs to play, including: John Henry *
Delia * St. James Infirmary * Nobody's Fault but Mine * Houston Blues * Alberta * and more. Each book includes access to recordings of demonstration tracks of all the exercises
and songs. Audio is accessed online using the unique code in each book.
If you've been inspired to begin playing fingerstyle guitar or are an experienced player wanting to enhance your knowledge, this book is the perfect place to start. Using standard
music notation and TAB, the examples guide you through basic chord theory, modes, drop-D tuning, alternating bass and more. The online audio and video provide lessons and
demonstrations of the examples in the book. 96 pages.
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